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Miner Interview

TheChancellon
What He'sDone.
What He Plans
Chancellor'S accessibility to the
campus is his open office hours,
from 8:00 to 9:00 a.m. and 4:00
to 5:00 p.m. During these hours,
IOmethlng that faces everyone.
any student or faculty member
and that 18 to mate mUtmum
may visit the Chancellor in his
UIe of our resourc:ea. the best
office to make suggestions,
UIe we c:an of the fundi we have
comments, or complaints about
from taxea, student fees. and 10 campus affairs. As he said, this
fortb. ... We·ve put more of our "has been very helpful" during
his reorganization program .
resources Into teaching."
With this as his central
When asked for a specific
purpose, Chancellor Marchello example of an accomplishment
has made a variety of that resulted frolll. ".such a
Chancellor
suggestions.
pia uses,
and suggestion,
actual changes in UMR's Marchello said that "my first
administration. He intends to ' major accomplishment in Rolla
streamline It and make It more was to call Mr. Zink and have
responsive and accessible to the candy. bar machine In the
both students and faculty.
C.E. Building moved into the
Some of Marchello's actions shade" after two students came
in pursuit of this goal have been In and complained that direct
to absorb the functions of sunlight was melting the candy
several
of
the
ten bars.
administrative offices Into the
Future plans include the
Provost's and Chancellor's implementation of an honors
offices. The Graduate School program. If approved by the
and the extension programs will Council of Deans at their next
now be administered by the meeting the program will start
separate departments, with In the fall semester. After being
coordination
through
the received In committee, the
Provost's office.
concept was recommended as
As part of the reorganization, being good for UMR. The actual
Paul Ponder has been removed structuring for the program has
from his poSition as Dean of been done by ex-Dean Ponder.
Pians for a new infirmary
Student Affairs and reassigned
to serve as registrar. A are in the works. Initiated by
committee is being formed to Marchello, some sketches have
choose his replacement, and been made with the present
will be accepting nominations idea of relocating it in the
Student Personnei Building.
through February.
An . important part of the Plans for three examination
By KAHIL YN KOLBET
and BOB BURCHETT
''The challenge primarily 18

No, this is not an optical dlluslon or trick photography. It Is, however, a nice shot 01 till
underside of a Mack Truck. Obviously the power plant Is Investigating new and excltlllt
research of transferring coal from a truck to the coal pile. Either that or the min
operating the scoop took too much coal out of one side of the truck and caused the tlpov.,..
Oh well, all in a day's work.
( Photo by Richard. .)

"Engineering Challenges Of
'80's" Mini -Symposium Title
faculty and students as well as
any Interested members of the
public. It will begin at 1 p.m. in
The American Institute of Centennial Hall with a keynote
Aeronautics and Astronautics address by Robert Gorin,
(AIAA) are sponsoring a mini- director
of
engineering
symposium
entitled technology
of
McDonnel
"Engineering Challenges of the Aircraft Company.
SO's" on the University of
Topics to be presented will
Missouri-Rolla
campus concern
the
technical
Saturday, January 27, 1979.
developments relevant to the
design of future aircraft,
missiles,
Members of the St. Louis helicopters,
section will arrive Saturday spacecraft and energy studies
at
McDonnell
Douglas
and
morning and tour various
campus
departments
and Uaion Electric. Graduating
laboratories. Admission to the. ~iors will be given the
symposium is free to all UMR opportunity to hear problems
and ideas of these companies
and how to approach some of
the answers. A total of eighteen
presentations will be delivered
in three different sessions at
half-hour
intervals.
The
By MIKE ~!1EL

sessions will begin at 1:30 p.m.
and' endillg.at 4:30 p.m. Session
I is scheduled for Centennial
Hall
East,
Session
n,
Centennial
Hall
West
and Session III will be in the
Meramec
Room
of
the
University Center East.
for
the
Registration
symposium wo, begin at 12:30
p.m. Saturday in the Miner
Lounge,
second
floor,
University
Center
East.
Admission is free. Faculty,
students, and the general public
are invited to come.
For further information, call
Dr. Fred Nelson, professor of
aernautlcal
engineering,
mechanical engineering 230,
phone : 341-4670.
See Sc hedule
on Pg. 5
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UMR \.:hancellor Marchello and Director of University Relations Dudly Cress during an
interview with Miner reporters.
. (Miner Photo by M. Murphy)
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Schedu e of Events
All DOtIces 10 appear In tbe ScboduIe 01 Ev""ta _

sbould be typed aoddopoolted In tbe DOrtb door of tbe MlnerOfllce, BuUdlngT-1 by 8:00P.M. Monday

Monday

Thursday
THETA TAU INTERVIEWS
Applications are availa ble at the Cand!, Counter lor those
who wish to interview Theta Tau this semester. Applications
due Thursday, Feb. J.
PHI ETA SIGMA
There wlll be a meeting for all active members 01 Phi Eta
Sigma in room G~ 01 the Humanities Building on Thursday,
January 25th at 6:30p.m.
"FaATERNITY ROW"
The IFC, Panhellenic and Pi Kappa Alpha sponsors
"Fraternity Row", Thursday, January 25, 7:00, Centennial
Hall. Wear your Greek.s to get in .
AWS
AWS will hold a General Membership meetlQ&Mld sign up
lor the spring sports on Thursday, Jan. 25 at 6:30 p.m . in 103
H-SS. For inlormatlon call Dallas at 364-8748.
BETA CHI SIGMA
Tbe Missouri Alpba Cbapter of Beta Cbi Sigma,
international scouting and service fraternity for college and
university students, wUl be bolding its first meeting Jan. 25 at
8:00 p.m. The meeting will be held in the Ozark Room (room
- 214) of the old Student Union. All members are requested to
attend. Persons interested in joining the spring pledge class
are asked to contact Greg Wayne at 364-5226 for more details.
Continue to ~njoy the scouting experience by joining Beta Chi
Sigma and performing vital services for the scouting
organizations (B.S.A. and Girl Scouts) in the Rolla area.
AMERICAN NUCLEAR SOCIETY
Meeting : Thursday, January 25,1979, 7:30 p.m. , G-5 H-SS
A speaker Irom Union Electric will lecture on the topic,
"Nuclear Power and How It Is Presented to the Public by a
Utility."

Friday
PHI KAPPA PHI
Dr. Arthur A. Rezny, vice president - West Centrai Region
01 Honor SOCiety 01 Phi Kappa Phi, will visit UMR Friday,
Feb. 2. Members 01 Phi Kappa Phi are invited to meet and
chat with Dr. Rezny at 3:30 p.m. , in the Mark Twain Room
(coffee will be served). Following the inlormal reception, Dr.
Rezny will deliver a short, inlormal seminar on items 01
current interest to Phi Kappa Phi. His talk is scheduled at 4
p.m. in the same room.

LADIES NIGHT
Tau Kappa Epsilon will be having a "Ladies Night" Disco
this Saturday night, January 27 Irom 9:00 p.m. until? at the
TKE house (1107 State Street). Come and enjoy good times,
good tunes, and good company. Your lavorite beverage will
be availabie at 25 cents a draw.
SIGMA NU DISCO
Saturday, January 27, a disco party at Sigma Nu will be
held alter the basketball game against Springlield, starting
at8:30. Your lavorite beverage wlll be served.

SPRING COMPANY LIST

NUCLEAR ENGINEERING SEMINAR
Dr. Nicholas Tsoullanidis, associate prolessor 01 nuclear
engineering, wlll conduct a seminar Monday, Jan . 29, 3:30
p.m ., Humanities-Social Sciences G-5. His topic is "Net
Energy Anl\lysis lor Eiectrical Generating Plants. "

Tuesday

Thursday, January 25,1979
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Notice: Starting with the February llssue, no
articles submitted for the Schedule of Events
will be prln~ unless written In complete
sentences with correct grammar, No schedule
or flyers will be rewritten and published by the
staff for the ~chedule of Events,

"Black And White In Color"
Thursday ME Auditorium
A non-credit course entitled "Fourteen Great Films" will
be offered this spring on Thursday evenings, 7:30 p.m ., in
Miles Auditorium 01 the Mechanical Engineering Building.
Those attending view the Illms; then partiCipate in a
discussion following the movie. The course is open to the
public. Fee is $10 per person lor the series, or ~ per person
lor individuallllms.

ATTENTION MOTORCYCLISTS
The UMR Motorcycle Club will meet Tuesday, Jan . 23 at
7:00 p.m. in room G-8 01 the Hum . Soc. Sci. building. All
interested persons are invited.

Jan. -25 - "Black and White in Color" directed by JeanJacques Annaud. This Illm won the Academy Award lor Besl
Foreign Picture, 1976.

METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING SEMINAR
Ron Landreth, pollution research engineer lor Inland Steel
Corp., Chicago, wlll conduct a seminar Tuesday, Jan. 30, 4
p.m ., Fulton Hall, Room 227. His topic is "Pollution
Regulation Engineering at Inland Steel." . Collee and
doughnuts wlll be served at 3:45 p.m.

Noday

MINER GRILL
The south side 01 the food service area in the University
Center Cafeteria is now the Miner Grill.
Tbere are some new leatures. The grlll itsell is a new CharGrlll to add flavor to burgers. Hours are longer. The Miner
Grill wlll be in operation Irom 10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. (lhe
former grill in the snack bar was open Irom !O a.m. to 2
p.m.), and all hamburgers are 100 percent beef.
Food available Irom the grlll includes the leatured Super
Burgers and Super Burgers with cheese; hamburgers and
cheeseburgers; grilled cheese and grilled ham and cheese
sandwiches; hot dogs; chili dogs ; chili; French Iries; onion
rings, and pizza.
COMPUTER CENTER INSTRUCTION
At the beginning of each semester the Computer Center
offers a series 01 short courses designed to provide basic
computing skills lor instruction, research, administrative
staff and students. The courses require advance registration.
Please call the Computer Center, 341 -4841, to sign up or lor
additional inlormation .
Special Computer Graphics Demonstration and
Instruction .. .In an ellort to provide a less lormal , more
interesting inlormation exchange, the Computer Center will
provide a special demonstration 01 the timesharing graphics
system located in MCS-1I6. This sytem utilizes a Data
General Nova computer system, BASIC programming
language with simple plotting subroutines and Tektronix 4010
Graphics Terminals. Equipment characteristics, logon
procedure, BASIC language and graphics sample programs
will be displayed. The demonstration will be offered six
times. Drop by and see what is offered. Tuesday, Jan . 30,
Wednesday, Jan. 31, Thursday, Feb. I, at 1:30 p.m. and 3:30
p.m. Come to Room 114 and ask lor graphics demonstration .
Job Control Language (JCL) ... The preparation 01 Job
Control Language lor the University 01 Missouri Computer
Network IBM 37(H58 Multiple Virtual Storage Operating
System will be introduced. This will include the preparation
01 jobs and the creation and use 01 disk data sets. Monday,
Feb. 5 and Tuesday, Feb. 6, from 3:30 to 5 p.m.,
Mathematics-Computer Science 202.

APO BOOK RETURN POLICY
Jan. 22-Jan. 26 : 9:00-3:00 University Center. You must
have receipt to receive check or returned books.
Jan. ~Feb. 2: 1:3()-2:30 Mon ., Wed. and Frid .; 9:3()-10:30
Tues. and Thurs.; 12:3()-1:30 Thurs. Room 20201 the Student
Personnel Building. You must have your receipts.
II these dates and times are not convenient, call Terry
Yotter at: 364-8575. All receipts are v~id and no books or
money will be returned arter Feb. 28.
II there are any questions, call Terry Yotter at: 364-8575.

BLUE KEY PLEDGING
Blue Key is now accepting applications lor spring 1979
pledging. We are looking lor students who are of . good
character and have demonstrated leadership capabilities in
extracurricular activities. Blue Key sponsors the stUdent
directory, Rsume Service, Miner 01 the Month, and the
Leadership Forum.
Requirements lor membership are I) 60 credit hours 2)
G.P.A. 012.60 and 3) 40 Blue Key points. Applications may be
picked up at either the candy counter or Student Personnel.
Application deadline is Feb. 2.

Wednesday

BETA CHI SIGMA
Beta Chi Sigma, the International Scouting and Guiding
Fraternity on campus and sponsor 01 Merit Badge University
is now accepting applications lor its Spring Pledge class.
Applications are available by calling: Greg Wayne 364-5226.
There will also be a meeting Thursday, Feb. 8 at 7:00 p.m.
in the Ozark Room, Rm . 214 Oid Student Union. Anyone
interested in Beta Chi Sigma and its activities is welcome to
attend.

Saturday

THE SOCIETY OF PHYSICS STUDENTS
The "insights in Physics" series will be continued this
semester with the first program on Monday, Jan. 29. "Laser
Light," a Illm produced by the Scientific American, wlll be
the program lor the evening. This Illm wlll discuss laser light
and how it is produced, as well as some applications such as
holograms. The meeting wlll begin with refreshments at 7: 15
in Rm . 104 Physics. All students are welcome.

THE MISSOURI MINER

WESLEY FOUNDATION
On January 31, at 6:00 p.m. , Sharon Meusch will speak on·
the subject 01 "Big Brothers-Big Sisters in Rolla", at the
Wesley Foundation, corner 01 8th and Main, across Irom the
post ollice i>arking lot.
SPELUNKERS CLUB
MSM Spelunkers Club is having a new members meeting
lor all interested students and area cavers Wednesday,
January 31 , at 6: 15 p.m. In rm. 305 Norwood Hall. There will
be a slide show and donuts alter the meeting .
IEEE
Wed., Feb. 7, 7:00p.m., 105 EE building.
Guest speaker: Richard Russell Irom Stone and Webster.
Topic: The Power Industry: What It Is, and How It Works
Relreshments will be served. Memberships will be taken.
+Congratulations are due to Prol. Robert Nau 01 the EE
Dept. Prol. Nau was made a lifetime member 01 IEEE in
Jan. '79.
IK
The Intercollegiate Knights will have a smoker lor
prospective pages Jan. 31 at 7:30 p.m . at Kappa Alpha. The
dress is semi-Iormal. Qualilications: Must have had a 3.0
grade point last semester or an overall 3. 0 GPA. For lurther
inlormation 01 any question contact: Joe Bruce 364-4841.

PLACEMENT BULLETIN

~::::==::;:;:::~~ii~"""""~F~r~i.~&~s:a~t.~L~a~le~S~ho~W:-"
All Seals $2;0

Show Slarts li:45 p.m.
ADDITIONS SINCE JAN. 10,1979
February 12, 1979
International Paper Co.
February 16, 1979
Allied Chemical
Borg Warner Corp.
St. Joseph Minerals Co.
February 22, 1979
Barber Greene Co.
MO. Public Service
Sunmark Co.
February 23, 1979
Empire District Electric
Marvel- Schebler Tillotson (Div. 01 Borg Warner)
Mobil Oil
February 27, 1979
Johnson Controls
March I, 1979
Generai Tire
Arkansas Highway &< Transportation Dept.
March 7,1979
Atlantic Richfieid
Marcb 8,1979
Veterans Administration
March 14, 1979
Oklahoma City Air Logistic Center
March 23,1979
IIT-Anapolis

Sign-ups: Jan. 29 to Feb. 2.
Interviews: Feb. 5 to Feb. 9.
Listed are some companies 01 those coming:
IBM
May tag Co.
Shell Oil Co.
Ford Motor Co.
General Motors Corp.
Missouri Pacilic Railroad Co.
Proctor and Gamble Co.
Dow Chemical
G.T.E. Automatic Electric Inc.
Boeing Company
Corning Glass Works
Frlto-Lay, Inc.
Kaiser Aluminum &< Chern Corp.
TRW Ross Gear Division
Bendix
Texaco Inc.
Monsanto
Kohler Co.
Litton, Ind.
Texas Eastman
Seniors: Remember to turn in a new resume
immediately to placement ollice. Please turn in plant
trip and oller lorms to Placement Olliee.
Summer listing: Texaco, G.M., Proctor &< Gamble .

HEvery Which Way But Loose". HELD OVER!
Shows

7 & 9:15p.m,

Adults 3.00
Child 1.50

ENDS
TUES.

'-
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UMR-Red Cross
I

Swimming Lessons

,, '

SOURCE:OPI

Terry Yotter, Vice-President of A PO, writing a check to a student who sold books through
the book store. This is the week to get your money back If you sold books through APO.
(Miner Photo by M. Murphy)

'.

Auxiliary Enterprises Takes
Bids On Dormitory Food
By.GLORIA AVULA
Department of Auxiliary
Enterprises, University of
Missouri-Rolla has decided to
open bids for a manual food
service program for the
University
Center,
Rayl
(Quad.), and Thomas Jefferson
Residence Hail. Tbe reason for
the change is due to the
determination
regarding
operational
costs.
A
comparison of costs, If the
university continued to run the
food
service versus
the
operational costs of an outside
company hired to take over the
job, has been surveyed and
studied carefully.
Tbe present food service
program at UMR Is tied In with
UMC and UMSL. The schools
receive their food supply from a
university
food
store
commissary In the Columbia
area.
Tbe
central
administration brought in a
food consultant, Doug Osterheld
of
Douglas
Consulting
Organization
of
Madison,
Wisconsin.
The
Douglas
Consulting Organization Is also
affailiated with food service
programs
throughout
the
universities In Wisconsin; to
name
a
few,
Madison,
Milwaukee, Eau Claire, and
Green Bay.
In terms of the university
cutting
costs,
it
was
recommended by the consultant
that UMR look into a food

service managing company as
a way of minimizing costs to
both the student and the
university.
Some of the
companies that will be able to
bid are: National Purchasing
Corporation, Irvine Calif., Food
Service Management, Inc., St.
Louis, Mo. ARA Services, Inc.,
Philadelphia, Penn., Morrison,
Inc., Mobile, Ala. The main
purpose for the change Is firstly
to keep costs down for the
student and provide a better
food service program than the
present.
A now system had been
establisbed for organizing bids.
Bids will be considered and
chosen on the basis that It is
most economical. On February
1, 1979, the bids will be released.
The company will be contracted
for two years witb a three year
extension. UMR will have the
option of terminating the
contract If tbe company doesn't
meet the specifications that the
university demands. Under the
new food service program, all
the services rendered under the
old program will continue, such
as,
catering,
athletic
concession, dormitory and
University Center.
A pre-bid survey meeting will
be held on February 8 and 9 for
all the companies interested In
bidding for management of food
service
to
the
campus.
Operation of the vending
macblnes will be excluded, the
university will continue vending
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services. According to Jess
Zink, ' Director of Auxiliary
Enterprises, " Regardless of
direction, cost-savings must be
involved."

The University of Missouri·
Rolla and the American Red
Cross are offering two non·
credit water safety courses
during February and March.
The class begins at 7 p.m,·
Friday, Feb. 9 In Room G-26 at
UMR's Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building. Furtber
class periods are 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. (with break for lunch)
Saturdays and Sundays, Feb.
10, 11, 17 and 18. PartiCipants
should bring swimsuit and
towel to all sessions.
Those wishing to take the
course must meet the following
requirements :
Individuals
must be 15 years of age or
older; perform a standing front
dive;
swim
jOO
yards
continuously, using a front
crawl stroke, a side stroke, a
stroke done on the back using
an
inverted
scissors
or
breaststroke kick and a
breaststroke ; dive from surface
to minimum of eight feet ans
swim 20 feet underwater, and

tread water for one minute.
Water Safety
Instructor
Training prepares successful
participants to teach Red Cross
coures in swimming (four
courses) and rescue and water
safety (five coureses). Training
takes approximately 40 hours of
cla"SSwork and pool instruction.
Tbe class begins at 7 p.m.,
Friday, Marcb 2 In Room G-26
of the Gale Bullman MultiPurpose Building. Further clas
periods are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
(wbich luncb break) Saturdays
and Sundays, March 3, 4, 10 and
11.

Tbere is no fee for either
course but participants must
purcbase a textbook which will
be available at the first class
session. Cost of texts is $2.25 for
Advanced Lifesaving and $2 for
the Water Safety Instructor
Course.
Registration is limited to the
first 30 applicants in each class.
For further information or to
register, call Bill Kratzer
Extension Division, University
of Missouri-Rolla, Rolla, Mo.
65401, pbone: 314-341-4200.

News
UMR Student Iniured
In Accident
By LINDA PONZER
What started out as a
reportedly barmless fraternity
activity became a tragedy for
18-year-old Randy Heller of the
Delta Sigllla Phi Fraternity.
Heller, a native of Lebanon is a
in
sophomore
majoring
Mecbanlcal Engineering here
at UMR. He is the eldest son of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Newman.
Heller was found early
Saturday morning lying on the
sboulder of 1-44 more than three
miles east of Rolla. He was
unconscious and suffering from
lacerations of the arm and bead
and a concussion. Trooper
Maurice Lambert of the
Missouri
Highway
Patrol,
Troop I, found Heller'S body
when responding to a CB report,
at about 3:00 a.m. Saturday
morning.
Heller was transferred from
the Phelps County Hospital to
the Ferlin Deloge Hospital in SI.
Louis on Saturday. According to
Dr. John Shea, a neurosurgeon
at the hospital, Heller is in
critical condition, and has been
since being admitted. Heller
underwent successful surgery
to remove a blood clot from his
brain.
Dr. Shea has dismissed
rumors of a possible skull
fracture, and identifies the
injuries as being confined to one
area of the head, the face, and
the right hand. The specific
injury to Heller's bead is a
"right-sided brain hemorrbage
of the frontal and temporal
lobes .. " Dr. Sbea responded
that such an Injury Is caused by

will ultimately report directly
to Cbancellor Marcello, wbo
will make the decisions
regarding any action the
University will take towards the
fraternity .
The question as to whether
wbat happened to Heller mlgbt
Heller
was
taken
to be a form of hazing, has been
the
1-44
overpass raised. According to Burton, if
on Highway 63 at about 2:30 the Delta' Sigma Phi house Is
guilty
of
hazing,
a.m. There be was dropped off found
and told to walk back to tbe disciplinary action in the form
fraternity house on Fraternity of temporary probation and
Road. Anotber pledge was.' cancellation of all of the
taken to the Kroger store on fraternity's social activities
Kingshighway, he returned during that time could occur. A
without incident. Shea said tbat decision will take into account
Heller had some alcohol in his tbe positive things fraternities
system when he was brought to have done for the campus,
the hospital Saturday, but so added Burton.
little it would not have affected
As
to
whether
other
his condition.
fraternities at UMR have
Campus autl10rities have not similar initiation ceremonies,
yet determined the cause of Burton said, " Tbey have in the
Heller's injuries. Dudley Cress, past; I'm hopeful they don't
UMR's director of University now." He added tbat he did Dot
relations made the following know about the Delta Sigma Phi
until
Saturday
comment on the possibility of ceremony
stricter
regulations
being morning.
According to Tom Burbridge,
placed
upon
fraternity
President of Delta Sigma Phi
initiations due to this incident:
"When the student regains Fraternity, the incident was not
consciousness and we have a part of their Initiation. Randy
was taken out willfully to be
discussed wbat happened then we will review the incident given a break from work
- it's too premature now to activities and to have time to
comment further."
think about the upcoming
Initiation ceremonies Saturday
to
Cress, night. Randy was made a full
According
reviewing the case at the brother of Delta Sigma Phi,
present time is Sam Burton, Sunday morning.
UMR's director of Student
Until what time Heller can
Personnel. Due to a recent
of
University speak to officials .and tell what
shifting
personnel, tbere Is no Dean of bappened, a veil of mystery
Student Affairs. Tbus Burton surrounds the incident.
trauma.
The specific cause of that
trauma
is
difficult
to
determine, said Shea. He could
have been clubbed or bit by a
car or injured in some other
manner.
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CSc73: Walters Defends Policy
By PAUL BRAUN
In the past ten years or so, the
use
of
computers
has
significantly Increased mainly
due to advancements In
electronic circuitry. Because of
computers widespread use,
many universities bave started
courses to Introduce the
average college student to the
world of computers. Since
many UMR students are
Involved In some type of
scientific
or
engineering
curriculum where computer
applications are widespread,
the university requires almost
everyone to take one computer
science course In order to
graduate.
This
course,
Computer Science 73 or "Basic
Scientific
Programming,"
Introduces the student to the
FORTRAN computer language
which Is the major scientific
programming language used
today.
Here at UMR, this course Is
under tbe direct supervision of
Frank G. Walters M.S., an

associate
professor
of
Computer Science. (For the
students who bave attempted to
pass the course once, twice, or
possibly three times, and the
fortunate few who have
completed this course, Walters
Is the Instructor In the video
lectures and yes, be really does
have legsl) Last week, I bad a
cbance to talk to the professor
and I questioned him about
several areas In tbe course.
The first topic we discussed
was the drop rate of Computer
Science 73 and Walter's unusual
drop policy.
According to Walters, the
average drop rate of all of the
sections of 73 combined Is
approximately 20 to 22 percent.
He explained this ratber large
drop rate by attributing It to his
rather unusual dropping policy.
His policy Is that he will allow
any student to drop the course
without a grade anytime up
until about a week and a half
before the end of the semester.
Tbus, Instead of a failing
student receiving an F or

possibly a D for the course, he
can drop the course without
receiving a grade. Simply,
Walters rationalizes bls liberal
policy saying, "I bave taken the
option that there Is no
advantage to the stUdent
getting an F and no advantage
of me giving blm an F ......
While the dropping policy Is of
some significance to students
taking the class, another
Important statistic Is the type of
grades received by students
completing the course. Of all of
the students originally enrolled
In 73 during the last semester,
about 20 percent dropped the
class sometime during the
semester.
According
to
Walters, about 5 percent of the
originally enrolled students
failed to pass the course and
another 10 percent received a D
for a final grade. The rest of the
students, about 65 percent ..
passed tbe course with an A, B
orC.
Besides the policies of the
course, I questioned Walters
about the reasons there weren't

two courses like 73, a complete
In-depth survey of FORTRAN
for computer science majors
and a general overview of
computers
with
some
FORTRAN programming for
other majors, possibly a
specific course for eacb major.
He started off by stating that
this type of a setup would be an
administrative
nightmare,
because It would decrease the
flexibility of a student's
schedule. But be was confident
that the problem could be
solved If necessary. His main
reason for not splitting up the
different majors Is " ...students
learn from other students and,
If all you ha ve In a class are
major X, they have no chance to
learn from anyone else with a
different point of view on
thlngs ... .1 (Prof. Walters) think
students learn from exposure to
other students In other
curriculums, and when you
start separating them by
major, then you have cut out
part of the learning process."
Finally, Walters believes that
the other departments require
this specific type of course
because they want their student
to be able to write computer
programs.
While we were discussing the
other schools on campus, I
mentioned a common problem
which several departments
have, how to select graduate
students who will make
acceptable teaching assistants
for
certain
(TAs)
undergraduate
courses.
Specifically, I asked Walters to

briefly describe the process
used to select the TAl used In
Computer Science 73. Professor
Walters stated that a TA must
be a graduate student with a
good grade point. But be also
said that he was well aware of
the universal problem that
excellent students do not
always
make
excellent
Instructors becaulJe they can't
understand the problems other
people have In learning the
material. He said, "When It
comes
time
to
make
appointments
for
aSSistantships, they starl with
the four points and work
down .... SO the student who may
be extremely gifted In terms of
being able to communicate
Ideas, may not have enough
grade point average to even
make
the
graduate
assistantship. ..
Finally,
Walters pointed out that he
thought that there wasn't
anything wrong with this
method of chOOsing teaching
assistants but that It was
unfortunate that the selection of
TA's for any department was
baslcly a hit or miss process.
After a couple of other
questions, I asked Walters
about the biggest complain
( Continued on pg. 5)
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The St. Pat's Board has begun on-campus sales for the semester In the University Center.
(Miner Photo by M. Murphy)

Miner Interview
( Cont. lrom p. 11 J

rooms and more oed space and
bathrooms
are
Included.
However, as of yet, no definite
commitments to any design
have been made.
With the prompting of the
Chancellor,
the
campus
academ Ie plan has been under
review by a committee headed
by Dr. Pogue. Ideas under
study Include possible new
degree programs, like a
doctorate
offered
In
engineering management, and
a degree In music.
Another of Marchello's goals
set at the start of the fall
semester
Is
a
faculty
performance
review.
Distributed earlier this week to
the faculty, the two page form
covers courses taught, students
advised, and publications.
New Ideas for the use of
computers have been expressed
by the Chancellor. "I have been
talking a great deal about more
use of the computer In some
courses, especially engineering
design. I have had occasion to
survey computer accessibility
and use for students and faculty
at other Institutions .... UMR
does a pretty good job, but not
perfect. I have a committee
studying It with the thought of
getting a little more hardware,
particularly
mlnlcomlluters,
and scattering them around the
departments so they will be
more accessible."

Take Off in a World of Marine Corps Ayiation

,

u.s. MARINE CORPS AV-SA "HARRIER" PERFORMANCE

HIGHLIGHTS

MAXIMUM SPEED ....... . .... Mach 1.25 (800 M.P.H.) MINIMUM SPEED ... O (HOVER)
MAXIMUM CRUISE ALTITUDE. 46,000 feet plus
CLIMB SPEED ......... , ., ... ,Sea-Ievel to 40,000 feet in 2 min. 22 sees.
ENGINE POWER . .... .. ...... 21,500 pounds thrust delivered by Rolls-Royce Turbo-Fan Jet Engine
ARMAMENT .. .. . . ...... ... . 30 millimeter cannons, rockets, bombs, and air-to-air missiles
FUEL LOAD .. ............. . . 6,700 pounds (1,070 gals.) of jet fuel
MISSION RO LE .... . . .. ...... Close air support of ground troops, air-to-air fighter, photo reconnaissance
The thrill of being involved with Marine Corps Aviation may be yours in many exciting fields! look over these
outstanding opportunities and talk to us today about your future in the challenging , changing world of Marine
Corps Aviation!

Call your Officer Selection Officer collect at (816) 374-3031.

.,
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Engineering Symposium Schedule
SESSION 1
'-1) Effect of Firing Schedule on Space
Shuttle Reaction Control System
Housing Temperatures

John Haines, Engineer Technology. McDonnell Douglas Astra-

SESSION2
2- 1) National Defense Aspects
of Energy
R. Weatherup. Technical Specia lis\. McDonnell Aircraft
Company

nsulies Company - St. Louis
1-2) Structural Dynamics Analysis for

Space Shunle Payloads
Allan R. Cohen. Engineer Tech nology. McDonnell Douglas Astronautics Company· 51. Louis

3 · 1) Digital Multimode Fly-By-Wire
Flight Control System Design

and Simulation
G. Vetsch 81 al. Section Chief
Technology, McDonnell Aircraft

Company
2-2) Nuclear Power Overview

C. Proctor Jr, Union Electric
. Company

3 -2) Cooling Problems of High Speed
Aircraft
Kim Elliot. Lead Engineer Tech ·
nology. McDonnell Aircraft
Company

2-3) Technical Issues Confronting
Nuclear Power in the 80's
Albert E. Bolon, Universj ty of
Missouri a1 Rolla

3·3) Low Cost Micro·Processor Design
Don Walther, Associate Engineer.
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company· St. Louis

1-4) Analysis of Fiber Reinforced
Composite Aircraft Structure
S.P. Garbo. Senior EngineerTech nology. McDonnell Aircraft

2-4) The Technology of fusion Power
Dale Defreece, Senior Design
Specialist, McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company· St. Louis

3·4) Imaging Infrared Seeker Test
Program
D. Rapp. Associate Engineer,
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company· St. Louis

1-5) Computer Aided Engineering
f .D. McVey. Principal Staff
Engineer, McDonnell Aircraft
Company

2-5) Harpoon Booster Exhaust
Plume Tha.rmal Mapping
D. Wiese, Engineer Technology.
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company - St. Louis

3-5) Current APplications of
Parachute Systems
l.J. Long. Design Specialist.
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company· 5t. Louis

1-6) Superplastic Propenies of
Titanium
Ken Murphy, Senior Engineer
Laboratory. McDonnell Aircraft
Company

2-6) Missile Propulsion Technology
Developments
B. Haeffele and E. Rouch. Engineer
Technology, McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company - St. Louis

3·6) Mechanisms in Space
Ron Rezentes , Senior Engineer
Design, McDonnell Douglas
Astronautics Company· St. Lou is

Company

Rell1ington Directs
Cooperative Prograll1
r

Cbarles
R.
Remington,
professor
of
mechanical
engineering at the'Unlverslty of
Missouri-Rol/a,
bas
been
appointed associate director of
UMR's Cooperative Program
effective Jan. 1.
Tbe Co-op Program gives
students the opportunity to earn
money and gain expertence by
alternating periods of study
with periods of work In
Industry.
Dr, Jim C. Pogue, provost
and dean of faculties, says that
In bls new position Professor
Remington wUl work with
Professor
G.E.
Vaughn,
director of the program and wUl
continue teacblng on a quartertime basis.
Professor Remington joined
the UMR faculty as an
Instructor
In
mecbanlcal
engineering In September, 1950,
and was promoted to full
professor In 1961. He bas

directed 12 summer science
tralnlg programs for blgh
scbool students and bas been
Involved in the freshman
preregistration and orientation
programs for many years. He Is
the primary fresbman adviser
In
the
mecbanlcal
and
aerospace
engineering
department. He Is a registered
professional engineer and a
member of a number of
professional and bonorary
societies.
"Professor
Remington's
rapport with students; bls direct
experlen'ce with co-op students
In mecbanlcal engineering, and
bls close ties with Industry
make blm uniquely qualified for
this position," Dr. Pogue says.
350
students
Almost
are
enrolled
in
the
program with about 165
Industries, Including 50 in the
St. Louis area. A student may
begIn the cooperative work
program after bls fresbman
year at UMR, and, with proper

the course be raised.' He started
C$c73
off by stating that several of the
( Cont. from pg. 4)
beard from many of the other curricula on campus
students enrolled In the course. wouldn't want to give up
Of CIUrse, this question Is wby another bour of credit out of
are the programs worth only 20 their required courses. Or
percent of the total grade, wben possibly, tbe credit m'lght be
they are the major part of the raised and these depariments
work for the class. Walters said, would offset this raising the
"It Is real slmple.. .!t Is too easy number of hours needed to
to copy." Tben I asked him graduate. One Interesting point
Why, Instead of Increasing the Walters brought up was that a
percentage value of the number of colleges and
programs, doesn't be decrease universities
for
wblcb
the number of programs FORTRAN Is a prerequisite. At
required for the class. Walters such places, if you have not
replied that this wouldn't belp previously had FORTRAN
matters,
because
if
be programming, you are required
decreased the number of to take the course for zero
programs, be would bave to credit. It Is very similar to the
Increase the complexity of each way Math 4 and 6 are treated at
program.
The
complexity UMR. Overall, I guess we
would have to be increased should be thankful that we even
because the student would still get two hours of credit for 73.
Finally, throughout our entire
be required to learn X ideas
Professor
during tbe semester, no matter conversation,
how many program s were Walters stressed one main
the
lack
of
motivation
on
point,
required during the course.
Overall, it looks like the the part of the students enrolled
students will just have to accept in the class, He said that many
non·computer science majors
this the way it is,
Since programs will probably see no use for the material
learned in the course, so they
stay the way they are, I asked
see no need to take the course at
P rofessor Walters why couldn't
the am ou nt of credit hours ior a particular time. Therefore,

Better Salaries,

SESSION3

1-3) Comparative Dynamic Behavior of
Composnes and Aluminum
R. Briley. Engineer Technology.
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
Company· St. Louis

OPIBELEASE
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finanCIal management may
finance the remainder of bls
education, according to Dr.
Pogue.

Jobs For'79 Grads
$80 per month over Jast May's

SOURCE:OPI
1978 was a very good year for
engineering graduates, but 1979
wUl be even better.
Tbat's the prediction of L.R.
Nuss, director of career
development and placement at
the University of MissourlRolla. UMR, whlcb specializes
In engineering and science,
educates most of Missouri's
engineering graduates.
"Last year was the best year
since
1970
for
students
graduating with engineering
and science degrees, and we are
seeing an even b1gher demand
this year," Nuss says.
During the fall recruiting
season,
the
number
of
employers interviewing on the
UMR campus was up more than
20 percent above last fall, and
the number of job offers was
more than 50 percent greater.
Nuss expects a comparable
Increase In activity during the
spring season.
Salary levels for UMR
December
graduates
are
averaging about eight percent
higher than those for last May's
graduates.
Petroleum
engineers continue to receive ,
the blghest starting salaries.
December graduates In that
field are averaging about $1,750
per month, an Increase of about

figure.
year
engineering
Last
accounted for 58 percent of all
job offers made In the country
to B.S. graduates, according to
the College Placement Council,
wblcb surveys a representative
group of 158 colleges throughout
the United States. Average
'startlng salartes In engineering
ranged from $1,288 to $1,653 per
month. Nuss says that the
average salary paid UMR
engineering
graduates
exceeded the national average
In all fields. Among UMR
science majors, the blghest
demand was for computer
scientists, with an average
starting saJary of $1,332 per
month.
"Tbls year, as In the past few
years, women and ethnic
minority engineering students
are most eagerly recruited by
employers," Nuss says. "Tbls
sbows up both In the number of
jobs and In the salaries
offered."
He expects the present blgh
demand for engineering and
science graduates to continue
Indefinitely. "Energy problems
continue to be a large part of the
tecbnlcal cballenge to UMR
graduates, and they project Into
the foreseeable future," be
says.

President Carter's Budget Cuts
Education Spending'n '79·'80
CPSBELEASE
Tbe first major battle over
Jimmy Carter's 1979-80 blgher
education budget settled this
week Into an uneasy truce
between
administration
officials and education lobbying
groups. Tbe debate, quietly
raging since last fall, bas left
college groups bappy with, of
all things, a budget cut.
Before adjourning In October,
Congress approved Increases In
federal
blgher
education
spending. Since then, tbougb,
President Carter's Office of
"because 73 has many 'sections,
most students use the.course as
a filler and this, coupled with
the student's view of the course,
affects the student's motivation
towards the course. Professor
Walters believed, If the stUdents
could be motivated In the
course, they would learn much
more and they might even enjoy
the course.

University Center
Information Desk
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Theme Books
Notebook Filler Paper
Index Cards
Pocket Dictionaries
Ink Pens, Pencils
including the .5 mm
Pen tel ev ersharp

lead cartridges .5 mm

University Center
East
Phone 341-4296

Management
and
Budget
(OMB), wblcb Is responsible for
preparing the entire federal
budget the President will
present to Congress this
seSSion, recommended massive
cuts in education spending.
Student aid programs, worth
$3.9 billion In the 1978-79 scbool
year, were to be reduced by $1.4
billion. But when the OMB's
intent became public, a united
front of education lobbyists
pressured the U.S. Office of
Education In to an appeal.
The cuts would have,
according to Allan Ostar of the
American Association of State
Colleges and Universities,
effectively meant the end of the
Middle
Income
Student
Asslstanc
Act Congress
passed In October. .. If (the
budget cuts) are not reinstated
by
President Carter or
Congress," Ostar warned, "all
our bopes to aid middle-income
college students are dashed. "

Tbe lobbying culminated In
an early January meeting
between 14 education groups,
led by the American Council on
Education's J.W. Peltason, and
a contingent from the U.S.
Dept. of Health, Education and
Welfare, led by U.S. Education
Commissioner Ernest Boyer.
Boyer went from the meeting to
the OMB to detail the appeal.
The result was a compromise
stuck the day Congress reconvened.
Tbe
education
budget the President will send
to Congress Includes a request
for $3.6 bUllon for student aid
programs. Tbe BEOG will get
$2.4 billion In 1979-80 If Congress
approves, versus $2.6 billion
this year. College library aid,
wblch got $10 million this year,
has been dropped, but money
for graduate belp Is Increased
from $8 million tto $15 million.
Tbe TRIO program was
reduced to $130 million.

Christopher Jewelers
805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute "Student' Rate"
subscription cards at this campus. Good income, no ~elling
involved. For information and application write to: TIME
INC. College Bureau, 3223 Ernst St., Franklin Park, II·
linois 60131.
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New Research:
Two-Way
Communicator
By Greg Sedrtck
Research now occuring in the
Electrical
Engineering
Department at UMR may
re4uce statewide electrical bills
In the near future.

Craig Agne,

8ruc~

Bergen, Mike Bassler and Dr. Richards working on new prolect: A

two-way communicator.

.
( Photo by Katie MIIce)

Mci'rk Twain In Hannibal
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Elaborate lighting and
Mark Twain will return to
Hannibal this spring, proving sound systems will enhance the
to
according
once again that the reports of prodUction,
bls
death
are
greatly Jenkins. Present plans call for
1,000 audience seats during the
exaggerated.
Twain, along with many of show's first year, be says, with
the cbaracter from bis stories, seating expanded to 2,500 In 1980
will be featured In an outdoor and 3,000 the following year.
drama, "The Life and Times of Ample parking already Is
Mark Twain." Tbe new travel available.
Tbe operation Includes a
attraction is scbeduled to open
Its first season May 31, says the reservations and Information
Missouri Divsion of Tourism. office at the root of Cardiff Hill
The play will be In the new In downtown Hannibal. "Tbis
Clemens Ampbltheater, four will make It more convenient
miles south of Hannibal on for travelers to get Information
Highway 61. Sbows will be on our production and make
presented
nightly " (except reservations," Jenkins notes.
"Our goal Is to provide a
Sundays) through Sept. 3.
In a pastoral setting that re- wbolesome, enjoyable evening
creates many of the Hannibal for the wbole family," Jenslns
buildings
associated
with says. "Mark Twain Is known
Twain, a cast of about 35 local and loved world-wide - be's
of
the
best-known
actors will present a story about one
Twain and the characters that Missourians.
brougbt him world-wide fame.
The unique production wlll
The show Itself, still In the
bring to life scenes from several
of the author's stories, narrated writing stages, will start each
by Twain himself.
• evening
about
sundown,
From seats on a wooded Jenkins says, and will run about
hlllside, spectators will " look two hours. Admission prices
across a small lake at Hannibal will be in the $5-$6 range for
In the 18005. The re-created adults and in the $3-$4 range for
Mississippi River town wlll children, with very young
Include Tom Sawyer's and children admitted free. Special
Becky Thatcher'S bomes, Huck rates will be offered for bus
Finn's shack and the Clemens tours, senior citizens groups
Law Office. Several other and other tour groups.
"
buildings will be part of the
setting, along with the famous
white-washed fence, a working
..
stern-wheel riveroboat, rafts r--;:::::.:====-:----:~
and a river island.
The original script sand
production is the brainchild of
its executive director, R.
Michael Jenkins. The 31-yearold Missouri native says the
show grew out of a lifelong
fascination with Twain and his
books. For the past 12 years,
Jenkins has traveled widely,
portraying Twain in a one-man
show based on the author's
works. Executive producers for
the new play will will be
Hannibal natives William C. I~~~;:;:~~~~~
"Bill" Kilby and Clarence L. ~~~~~~~:E:l
Steinman.
~

downs'"own

For
more
detailed
information
on
costs,
reservations and starting times
for "Tbe Life and Times of
Mark
Twain,"
contact:
Clemens Ampbltheater, P.O.
Box 288, Hannibal, Mo. 63401.
Telepbone: (314) 221-2945

The project Is headed by Dr.
Morgan, Dr. Richards and
Bruce Bergman of the EE
department, and sponsored by
Emerson Electric and Missouri
Power and Light.
Tbe system being developed
Is
a two-way automatic
communicator that will serve
two functions.
First, It will automatically
survey eacb bome's electric
meter, taking a periodic
reading
and
therefore
eliminating the need for a field
meter reading.
Tbe second and major
function It would serve Is to
level off the evening power
peak. Tbe system would cut off
less-used appliances such as
water beaters, and transfer this
energy to appliances more
frequently used win the
air
evening,
sucb
as
conditioners, T.V. sets and
electric ranges. Power would be
returned after the peak was
over.

Tbls regulation of power
would be controlled by a low
voltage sub-station over a few
blocks via transmission lines.
Tbe savings for both tbe
customer and power companies
are obvious. Tbe companies
would save the Investment of
building new power plants,
transmtsslon
lines,
transformers,
and
other
equipment necessary to supply
sufflcent power during the
evening peak. Tbe customer,
you and me, would save since
sucb company Investments
wouldn't be passed down
through our electric bills.
Tbls system bas been tried as
early as the 1930's with very
little . success. Tbese early
systems used a blgh frequency
signal or a radio signal from
one main dlspatcb center. Tbe
new system differs with them In
this method of delivering the
cut off on signal.
Tbe new method sends a
coded frequency signal using
binary code through already
existing transmission lines.
Tbls eliminates Interference
that plagued the earlier
systems.
Results and a practical
application
are
expected
sometime during this summer.

(Work Abroadl
Hundreds of u.s. students
will find jobs In France,
Ireland, Great Britain and New
Zealand this summer througb
the Work Abroad Program "
sponsored by the Council on
International
Educational
Excbange (CIEE). For the past
10 years, this popular program
bas provided students with the
direct experiences of living and
working In another country and,
at the same time, helped them
reduce the cost of their trip. The
Work Abroad program virtually
ellm inates the red tape that
students faced in the past when
they wanted to work overseas.
Participants must find their
own Jobs but will have the help
of cooperating student travel

organizations In eacb country.
In France they may work
during the summer; in Great
Britain they may work at any
time of the year for up to six
months; in Ireland tbey may
work at any time of the year for
UIJ to four months; In New
Zealand they may work for up
to six months If they arrive
between May 1 and October 31.
Tbe jobs are usually unskllled
- In factories, department
stores, hotels, etc. Salaries are
low, but students generally earn
enough to pay for their room
and board while they work. A
typical Job would be tbat of
chambermaid in a hotel In
London's West End. But last
summer
one
enterprising

by Tim Downs

".
,

~,

"-

",.

student found work as an
apprentice jockey for one of
Ireland's racinll stables.
To qualify for CIEE's
program, students must be
tween the ages of 18 and 30 and
must be able to prove their
student status. To work in
France, they must be able to
speak and understand Frencb.

For more Information and
application forms, contact
CIEE, Dept. PR-WA, 777 United
Nations Plaza, New York, New
York 10017; or 236 North Santa
Cruz No. 314, Los Gatos,
California 95030.
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Last Eclipse To
Be Seen I n U.S.
This Century.

-- ---

---------

ConsequenUy, the maximum
deviation between the EarthSun line and the Earth-moon
line can be 1 degree.
'

By Carla Danzer

Effects of the moon's umbra on the earth, during a solar
eclipse, are pictorially displayed here.

APlagueOf

Epidemics
By Karen Downer
Many new ideas, projects and
designs bave originated in
Rolla. Now, tbe Infirmary
reports documented cases of
new diseases. As far as the
American Medical Association
can determine, they are all
totally unique to UMR. This
seems to be typical of the
creative minds dwelling here.
Here Is the listing complied at
the beginning of 1979:
SLUMPS- A disease of the
spIne,
shoulders
and
collarbone, It Is characterized
by a slump or slouch. The
' causes are both studying too
long at a desk, and carrying all
your books to classes. Slumps Is
very common among 4.0
students, who often appear old
before their time and resist
efforts to cure the disease.
PEASLES- Small green dots
appearing like a rash are
symptons of this sicknes!j. It
occurs when the victim has
eaten too much dorm food,
Beside the green
rash;
indigestion, heartburn, and
nausea may be felt. Relief rom
peasles can be obtained by
fasting, or going home for the
weekend,
But
the . only
permane~tsure is off-campus
housing.
INTEGRALITISThis
disease effects the eyes only.
When reading, small squiggles
appear on the page and then do
not disappear when looking up.
In very advanced cases, even
very large solid objects seem to
'be just a squiggle : steak looks
like beef jerky. To lesson
condition, refrain from calculus
homework, or simply go back to
- trigonometry.
FOOSBALL
WRISTContracted mainly in bars or
rec rooms, this malady may
cause permanent dam'j(e. The
wrist becomes weakened by the
constant quick twisting. The
first clue to the condition is a
change in handwriting and a
difficulty in punching a
calculator.
Tragically, the afflicted must
give up the game for a long
period of time to regain the lost
strength of the wrist.
CAMEL
FLUThis
influenza was brought to our
campus by foreign students ..
They, however, are Immune
camel flu is spread by contact
with any petroleum products.
So, exercise caution when
filling up your gas tank. If you
feel slightly sick, go home and
rest in bed. This winter,
authorities feel that the
epidemic will spread and that
the condition will get worse
before it gets better.

KNOCK
KNEESThis
disease is a deterioration of the
knee and supportive. tissue due
to slipping and falling-on the icy
sidewalks on campus. Anyone
could be susceptible unless he
or she wears football or ' golf
shoes with metal cleats. Even
though the Band G boys try
their best, the university may
be going to court for damage
suits in the spring. If you suffer
from knock knees, you may also
contract numb buns.
EXAMINOSIS - This is one
of the most common afflictions
at UMR. Symptoms include :
bloodshot
eyes,
chronic
yawning, caffeine tremor,
clammy palms, and nervous
perspiration, butterflies in
stomach. Most cases are
reported during mid-term and
exam weeks, although It is not
unusual to come down with any
of, the symptoms at another
time.
The
Infirmary
recommends intense studying
to keep your mind off your
physical problems. You'll feel
better, and get better grades,
too.
CAFFEINUS MAXIM USOften
accompanying
examinosis, this is an overdose
of caffeine. It is caused by
drinking too much coke or
coffee;
almost
becoming
addicted to it. If you hurry to
the Student Union between your
10:30 class and your 11:30 class
for a "shot," you may be in
danger. A related disease,
Alcoholus Maximus, is seen in
almost every student on
campus. The Infirmary would
like to see more minimus in
drinking both.
AUTOMATION
FEVERCharacterized
by
jerky '
movements, monotone voice,
this Illness is common of Comp
Sci 73 students and C.Sc.
majors. It can be caught in the
keypunch room, or during
turnaround time. Victims often
wrap
themselves
up
in
computer paper in a delirium
near the deadline date. To avoid
contamination, copy all your
programs, or punch your cards
in the middle of the night.

ELECTROCUTION
COMPLEX- This refers to a
mental, not physical, state that
appears in students enrolled .In
Physics Lab. The multitude of
black and red wires strikes fear
into their hearts. Only a patient
grad student c;an help.. A
parrallel phoebia occurs in the
students in chemistry Lab.
They all fear cancer-causing
agents.
The Infirmary treats all these
cases in the same professional
manner - by prescribing tetracycline, vitamins, ~and sinus
tablets. But don't lOse hope!
Studies have proven that you
will be granted universal
immunity upon graduation.

As early as 720 B.C., solar
eclipses have been observed
and documents have been
The last total solar eclipse
written recording events of , that will be visible in
solar eclipses. Terms such as continental United States this
"the day was turned into century will occur on Feb 26,
night," "stars appeared 'at 1979. This total eclipse will be
midday," and "the sky was so visIble from the Oregon coast to
dark tht you could not see the the
North Dakota-Canada
sun" described the fantastic yet boundary line. The path of
credible occurrence of solar totality will be about 170 miles
eclipse.
wide and maximum duration
along the center of the path will
Solar eclipse occurs when the be over two minutes. Partial
moon comes between the sun eclipse will be vIsible anywhere
and earth; or rather, when the in the continental U.S.A. and
moon's orbit intercepts the plane southern Alaska. Sunglasses
of the earth's orbit around the are NOT sufficient protection
sun. Total solar eclipse exists when viewing an eclipse. Use
when the moon is relatively , two
layers
of exposed,
near the earth and its umbra developed photographic film for
Cor moon shadow} shadows the maximal
protection.
surface
of
our
planet, Planetariums and science
completely blocking the sun museums will gladly aid anyone
from Earthlings' view. Annular wishing to alter their telescopes
eclipse occurs when the moon is in the most correct, safest
farther from the earth and the manner possible, to better view
moon's shadow completely this "proclaimation from the
misses parts of an planet, heavens."
enabling persons in those areas
to view the sun as a ring of fiery
Rolla will begin experiencing
light.
the partial eclipse around 9:35
a.m. CST on February 26. This
During a solar eclipse, the will last approximately two
moon "lines-up" between the hours. Caution should be
Earth
and
Sun.
Exact exercised, but why not take a
collinearlty is not necessary, break from school long enough
however, due to the immense to experience this marvelous
sizes of the bodies involved. happening?

.The last Great American Hot Dog Stand

Phone
Ahead
364-5077
Across from Rolla State Bank

1 HORSE
BOOK STORE
Used books & comicf

Phone 364-5077

209 W. 8th St.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
Discount Prices To All
513 Hwy. 63 S.
364-5252

Records

2~~~~~G ~~~N~B~ ~R~~ 1~
Stak rGTi51ffiooUS[l

Bought , sold & traded
207 W, 11th
,/, Block East of Univ,
Center Parking Lot
364-2244

~[Jnnny S. ~IDcke
~:Pit-Bar-B-Que-l
V~"-'-'"-...- -

.......
Dress Code:
Shirt, Shoes,
Pants Optional ,
Highway 72 at Rolla St.

108 W. 7th St.

Rolla, Mo. 65401

~~

364-4838

~:I~ZEYE

/'

nBaked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast

$230~

U

n

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
U
Plaza Shopping Center .
RoIla'~Mo.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
7 Days a Week

rOIU:

t==4tc::::::::=::::tc===)C I=<tc::::::::=::::
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Classified Ads
WANTED: AD apartmeDt tAl IUb-leale for lummer

ac:booI. CaU 314-_1, Steve SuUlvaD.
ROOMMATE WANTED, ael'OA from StudeDt UDioa.
MUit be wWID& tAl Ihare ID respotIIlbUity of reDUD, home.
Private room . $55.CJ&.moolb plUl uUUtlea. Call 3I4-7aO.

FOR SALE: 21Z15 wblte apote wbeell wllb 1100 x 15 Scat Trae
Urel for Cbevy plckupa (' holes). $50.00 314-3850

Clown in White House
CPS RELEASE

sharp but humorous letter to
"Jimmy 'the Big Belushi'
The leaders of three national Carter."
"As
representatives
of
student organizations have
blasted President Carter for student organizations which
inviting a student body work day-ta-day bere in D.C. on
president to attend a series of all those 'boring' details of the
White House anti-inflation rising costs of education and the
need
for
financial
aid
meetings last month.
And the reason, says Karon programs," the letter went,
Cox of the National Student "ours is only to reason why.
Educational Fund, is that "the Why?"
student leader they invited to
The student leaders llsted
three possible hypotheses:
'71
the meeting is a clown. "
More preCisely, it was a
"1. Your staff was looking for
ROCK'i MTN. NEWS
clown who ran for president of a cross-section of student
the student body at the leaders, read in the papers
of
Wisconsin- about the perennial election of a
University
Madison on the "Pail and "clown" student government
"pail and
Shovel"
platform
during running on the
sbovel" platform, and was in a
campus elections last year.
Jim Mallon, a senior in hurry to get the anti-inflation
communications,
and
his meeting together, and thus did
running mate, Leon Varjian, not think much about the clown.
STATEMENT OF POLICY
who has spent the last ten years (Ignorance Hypothesis.)
The opinions expressed herein do not necessarily represent the opinion or policies of the
2. Your staff expected the
in college, both campaigned in
·MISSOURI ~INE~. T~ ediletters section is the sanctuary of the general public. All
clown costumes. They also clown would "shape up" within
letters .su~n:"tted Will, as In the past, be printed in their unaltered and orig inal form when
made campaign promises to the imposing aura of the White
space In thiS newspaper permits.
flood the football stadium to House. (Best and the Brightest
stage mock naval battles, Hypothesis. )
But then, the professor is at a I would say, "Go to a vocational
3. Your staff realized the
convert parking meters to
Place Of Learning university in order to further school, not here."
gumball dispensers, and to stuff clown would put on his act and
Another hindrance is the type
bis own knowledge, also. This
felt it would be entertaining
and mount all college deans.
knowledge goes beyond that of professors who least help the
Dear Editor,
Mallon and Varjian, elected both for the other attendees
found in textbooks into areas learning process. They could
president and vice president on and for your over-worked staff.
never before reached or either be poor instructors,
Wbat is a university?
their Pail and Shovel party, also (R-E-L-I-E-F Hypothesis.)
Tbe answer to this question investigated. The process of unconcerned, or both. Some of
29 of the 36 student
garnered
the
nicest
people
are
poor
seems of late to depend more on attempting to increase man's
senate seats.
to
help,
instructors.
They
want
point of view than on what a reservoir of knowledge is called
"All the average student
university really is. The letter research. A university wouldn't but something goes wrong with
cares about is sex, drugs and
communication
when
they
try.
be
a
university
without
it
(as
from Dr. Hanna last week bas
rock and roll, in that order,"
inspired me to present a small Dr. Hanna implied in his Often they recognize the
Mallon told Associated Press.
to
be
in
themselves
j
problem
letter).
Then
to
the
professor
analysis of tbe situation. Since
The student senate has already
bis view appears, despite also, the university is a place of and not solely in the student, but
funded a toga party that drew
too
often
they
don't.
The
all
learning.
Without
learning
on
certain differences (possibly
12,000 robed students, and
student usually ends up
this
scale,
we
would
only
have
communicational), to be fairly college or vocational school.
supported a marijuana smokeunhelped.
close to mine, tbe purpose of
Returning
briefly
to
When someone is here to . in at the state capital.
this letter is not to contradict employment, we find that the learn, his fees and tax money
Representatives from the
him in any way, and I sincerely system of promotion and raises pay for the materials of his
Uniled
States
Student
bope it doesn't. I hope rather to in salary depend on a education and the salaries of his
ASSOCiation, National Student
bring views together into professor's allvancements in instructors. He therefore pays
Educational
Fund"
and
something that makes sense.
of
Independent
instruction and research. As he the university to help him learn. Coalition
College
and
University
In a university , tbe student becomes more experienced and He expects for his money
Students were shocked when
has control over his education. accomplishes more, he is given provision for difficulties he may
they learned of Mallon's White
If he doesn't be is only in greater
status
and-or encounter.
Instead
he
House invitation, and fired off a
vocational training or advanced compensation. Or, as a student encounters, "Forty percent of
high school, nodding his head at rises in class with icnreased you will fail'" This is
whatever is thrown at him. learning, the professor rises in tantamount to robbery . It stems
When he attends a university, status with his experience, and more
from
state
and
he should already have i mind both
to administrative requirements in
advance
due
standards than from academia
what he is going to learn, not accomplishments.
what he is going to be taught.
Now I can come to the point. itself, but is reflected in some
(But as a student, he is also There are things which severely professors' lack of willingness
to
constructive hinder the university in to help students meet those
open
suggestions for supplementary fulfilling
its
reason
for standards.
If a student really wants to
and complementary studies, as existance. Those are things
state
or
university while make the learning learn, but has difficulty with
things set up as they are, then
requirements outside his field process unnecessarily difficult.
why not arrange things to make
are supposed to be.)
Tbe most often encountered it so he can learn?
The instructor then has the
In conclUSion, a university
task of presenting to his of these (due to the sheer
students the best materials in number of the category to should be concerned with what
that particular field; and which the individual belon~) it is - a place of learning. The
evaluating their learning in it. are the students who came to be best arrangement to promote
S,.e,b So,~d O,o'"y ond High 'eliobilily.
Part of this involves clarifying taught, and not to learn. They greatest efficiency in learning
• Sl·220 seml-aulo matlc belt-drive lurntobl •.
Wow/ flutter is Incredibly low 01 0 .045 %
students' misunderstandings, are essentially deadweight - a in all areas, not just in research
in or instruction, should be duly
Reg. 135.00 WRMS . Th. rumble figur e is iusl os im ·
Turn t a'dbl e R
as the learning rate expected in cause for frustration
pressive 01-70 dB (DIN BJ. Superb sound and
today's
institutions
for professors, and stumbling in sought. For this, all those
artn
ge
eg. 65 .00 locoled
high reliability . All turntoble controls are
C
on Ihe Iront panel fo r eKceplionol
concurrent subjects is greater other students. Those are the involved need to be considered
Reg. 200 .00 ~:~o~inF~U~~;rv~~~:~~:·WRMS
than the rate at which the ones who do anything they want as individuals with their own
they're
college talentsand idiosyncrasies, not
individual .subjects
were because
NOW $149.001',mble7o d8 (DIN 8)
developed, and leaves little students. It may be because of forced into imaginary ideals or
"students"
like
this
that
some
herded
as
sheep.
I
hope
I
made
time for the student to
recognize and extract himself professors feel they have to myself clear this time.
from mistakes. The best flunk a certain percentage of
"Go ahead and ask us"
instructors are best able to students, and that only a certain Sincerely yours,
72 E. Rollo . Mo . 364·7715
percent
should
get
A's.
To
them
Claude
Crain
help.
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MCAUTO
PROGRAMMING CHALLENGES
The Programming Sciences area . of McDonnell
Douglas Automation Company has opportunities
for college graduates with Bachelor or Master
degrees in Computer Science, Mathematics,
Physics and Engineering.
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INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

DAT A-BASE APPLICATIONS
CONSULTING

Opportunities to design, implement and
maintain state-of-the-art graphics applications for Business and Engineering
on, HP-3000 Mini-Computers, IBM 370
MVS/TSO, and CDC Cyber 175 Com. puter Systems.

Work with prospective users of the
System 2000 Data-Base Management
System in the areas of application
development, user training, documentation, and systems implementation.

REAL TIME APPLICATIONS
PROGRAMMING

Opportunities to develop sophisticated
systems software for mini-computer
based systems and general purpose
computers such as the IBM 370.
ENGINEERING PROGRAMMING
APPLICATIONS

Develop and maintain Civil, Structural,
and Mechanical Engineering software.

MANAGEMENT CONTROL
PROGRAMMING APPLICATIONS

Examples include developing critical
path scheduling algorithms, resource
allocation algorithms, and cost tracking
. methods.
SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS
PROGRAMMING

Opportunities in Robotics to develop a
control language, vision techniques,
and control systems.

The McDonnell Douglas Representative will be at your campus on:

Monday
January 29, 1979
Make an appointment through your Placement Office to talk to us about your future,
or send your resume to: T. P. Stiffler • College Relations Manager
McDonnell Douglas Corp.
P.O. Box 516 • Department 062
St. Louis, Missouri 63166
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TALE OF TWO STUDENTS
Joe Miner

Bill Miner
By Ed Latimer
As we last left Bill, he was
about to enter the office of Dean
Ponder, Dean of Student
Affairs. Bill was kind of scared
because he knew that the Dean
was going to talk to him about
the waterfight incident last
Saturday night, and that he
probably would take some
disciplinary action against Bill.
Nevertheless, Bill boldly strode
through the door and saw ...
An office full of packing
crates, with books laying all
over the floor, and the Dean's
desk cleared off. It almost
appeared that the Dean was
moving. A bewildered Bill was
startled with a figure emerged
from behind one of the crates
and looked up at Bill. "Can )
help you?" asked the figure who
Bill had assumed was Dean
Ponder.
"Uh, yes, Dean Ponder. ) was
told to come see you at 8: 00 a.m.
Tuesday, and here) am. "
"Oh, yes; you were the
person that started that
waterfight last Saturday night,
aren't you?"
Bill looked down at his shoes
and started worrying. He had
remembered all the lines that

those guys in the green high
school letter jackets had told
him to say, but somehow he
sensed something in the Dean's
voice that made him forget all
that.
"Yes, I am."
"Well, thank you for your
honesty. But, to tell you the
truth, it's out of my ballpark
right now. You see, the
Chancellor removed me from
the position as Dean of Student
Affairs and is moving me into
the Registrar's Office as part of
his
changes
in
the
Administration."
"But,
Dean
Ponder,"
protested Bill, "you've been
Dean of Student Affairs for so
many years now, how can he do
that?"
"Oh, he can and he did."
"But why? It doesn't seem to
make sense. For all these years
you've been so good in standing
up for the students. Why are you
being moved?"
Well, I don 't really know ; )
guess he feels it needs new
blood, and as he said before it,
he did it just because ') felt it
was the thing to do.' So, right

now I'm packing up and moving
to the Registrar's Office."
A long pause ensued as Bill
stood in disbelief, not knowing
whether to be happy that he
wasn't going to have any action
taken against him or ..sad
because Dean Ponder was
being shuffled off in the
Chancellor's crazy new highhanded
redeal
of
Administrative
personnel.
Finally Dean Ponder broke the
silence.
"Uh, if you need any help with
your schedule or need to'
transfer
any
credit
or
something like that, I'll be glad
to help you."
"Oh, that's OK, Dean Ponder.
)'n be on my way now."
Bill shuffled out through the
door and down the steps out of
Parker Hall. He still couldn't
believe that the Dean was being
moved after all these years.
While Bill was walking wlthhis
head staring down at the
ground,
he
inadvertantly
bumped into someone. Bill
excused himself and then
looked up to see who it was .....
(To be continued next week)

Groundwaves
And now for something
completely different: A column
that actually deals In .its
entirety with the radio station
here under my feet. To start
with) imagine some of you are
wondering wbere we were the
first day of scbool. Well, we
were bere. · Certain parts that
we bad ordered for our
transmitter were not, bowever,
so we could nof assault the air
waves with floods of great
music.
.
As for what we are going to be
doing throughout this semester,
most of It Is unprintable. We
will bave some special sbows
and the usual array of featured
albums, both old and new.
"Blues for Rolla" Is back on
Sunday evenings from 6 'til 10
with a blues album at 8. BFR Is
followed by "Cbanges", a show
featuring music from all walks
of the Jazz world and bosted by
"a different personality each
week. An album will be
featured during "Cbanges" that
will be a new release.
Monday brings with It a new
sbow and the return of an old
favorite (?). From 2 until 5 In
the afternoon John Bare will
bost "Mellow Monday" a show
consisting of Mellow, laid-back
tunes and a featured album at 4.
The "ROlling Bozo Revue"
returns at 11 p.m. with an old
classic record album (there's
no veins in it) featured at
midnight. Uncle Dave is back
on Wednesday's from 3 to'6 with
the "Bluegrass Variety Show "
featuring an album at 4. Then,
after Jon Holdman from "6-10,
The Official Ward Silver and

"Improvisations" returns from
10-2 with an album at midnight.
Besides
those
shows,
Wednesday morning from 68: 30 will have a different OJ
every week as will 11-2 on
Tuesday night. This rotated
show will feature as Its first
bour a featured artist which will
be left up to the discretion of the
resident jerk. And finally, "Off
the Beaten Track" returns on
Wednesday nlgbt from 8-9.
Every fourth week a live,
recorded concert will air
Instead of OTBT.

Next week on BFR : Muddy
Waters - "Unk in Funk".
"Mellow
Monday"
will
feature The Doobie Brothers
with their newest album
"Mlnute"by Minute."
The RBR will present the first
album from Crosby, Stills, and
Nasb.
And the "Bluegrass Variety
Sbow" will feature an album
from the David Grlsman
Quintet called "Kaleidoscope."
We need gas!
J.R. Gandalfsky

Busted Pipes
Benefit
By KATIE KUNKEL

Guest Contributor
When Jerry Gusdorf of Alpha
Epsilon PI returned to Rolla on
Sunday, January 7, be expected
to find some peace and quiet.
But, wbat he found Instead was
a frozen fraternity house.
. Gusdorf discovered that for
. some reason all the heat in the
bouse had been turned off. With
all the cold weather Missouri
had been having, all of the
water pipes in the house were
forzen, and the heating system,
a water circulation system , was
completely shut down.
The men of AEPi started
working right away to get their
house back to above-zero

temperatures. Gusdorf along
with Carl Murphy cbecked
water lines and repaired all
they could. A local plumber was
contracted and completed the
job restoring water to all the
fixtures In AEPI.
Water and heat were restored
to the bouse on Friday, January
12, just before all tbls ice and
snow. After sharing rooms, all
tbe brothers could move back to
their own rooms and walk
around the house with less than
four layers of c10tlles on.
With a minimal amount of
work to be done, the damage at
AEPi has been assessed at
approximately two thousand
dollars. The damage Is not
covered by insurance, so, to
help pay part of the bill, AEPi
will hold a party on Saturday,
Feb. 27. Be there!!!!

By Ed Latimer

- ---

As we last left Joe, he was on
his way to Sam Burton's office
with the lawyer given to him by
the rest of the EAT house. Joe
was kind of scared even though
he had a lawyer with him,
because the house might be
punished for something that Joe
started. Still, Joe decided to get
it over with, and he boldly
strode through the door. to Sam
Burton's office and saw ...
A full court and jury,
obviously waiting for Joe to
arrive. Joe looked around and
saw the judge sitting up with his
chair on a table, with a plaque
underneath wbich read, "J·udge
Sam, Son of Sam". The jury
consisted of three people,
picked so tbat they woulll have
complete fairness in judging the
event - at random from antifraternity sources. "Hmmm,"
thought Joe to himself, " the
deck's already stacked against

incident as she was walking
bome by the EAT house last
Saturday night are as follows:
Starting a waterflgbt without a
watertight
permit,
the
disgusting treatment given to a
member of the dormitories, and
last but not least, the damage
done to the name of our fine
institution, the University of
Missouri-uh, what's the name of
this town again? - oh yeah ,
Rolla. How do you plead?"
" Stick it up your ear, your
honor."
"I'll take that as a not guilty
plea. Now then, wbat side of the
room do you want, east or
west?"
"Objection, your bonor,"
spoke up Joe's lawyer, "but
sides of the room must be
decided upon by due process of
the law."
Judge
Sam
grumbled
something and then said, " OK.
We'll flip a coin. Call it heads or
tails."

us."

As the coin was tossed in the
"Come in, we've been
expecting you," said the judge air, Joe consulted with his
lawye!:. "Wbat sbould we do?"
in a mocking type voice.
"Go for talis, Joe," replied
Joe and bis lawyer sat down
at their appropriate table, the lawyer.
"Tails!" cried out Joe.
which was marked accordingly
"And tails it is, so what side of
"Screwee". Joe nervously
looked around the room again the room do you want?"
"East," snapped back the
and swallowed the lump in bis
EAT lawyer.
tbroat.
"Alrigbt," said Judge Sam,
"Court will now begin.
Charges as assessed by a "then we'll take the wind in the
in
the .first seSSion, plus we'll get the
notable
figure
Administration, namely one of first round of questions. "
(to be continued next week)
the secretaries who saw the

We inn-vite you to try our new '

Chef Salad
Also Try Our

SOUp & Salad Bar
And Our Dinner Salad
"Your pizza, pasta, sandwich & salad place"

Rolla Craft-Hobby
1009 Pine Rolla, Mo_ 364-5581
MASTER'S AND DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
DEGREES IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Financial aid is available for Engineering and
Science Majors for graduate study in Nuclear
Engineering . Fusion Engineering . and Health
Physics . Graduate Research and Teaching
Assistantship stipends range from $5000 to $8300
per year plus out-of-state tuition waiver. President's
Fel lowships for outstanding applicants provides a
stipend of $5000 per year plus full tuit ion w oive r .
For informat ion wri t e : Director , Schoo l o f Nucl e ar
Engineerin g. Georgi a Institute of Techn o logy .
A tlan ta. G A 30332.

I
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ENG,I NEERING
- SENIORS
McDonnell Douglas Corporation is one of the Nation's
leading. engineering firms. Our goal is to continue to
excell by developing state-of-the-art methods and
equipment.
Together with other engineers, you can contribute to
the development of Advanced Electronic Systems and
Mechanical Systems by using the most advanced
techniques.
You have spent several years to attain your
degree-spend 30 minutes with a McDonnell Douglas
representative and let us show you how to turn that
degree into a career.
The McDonnell Douglas Representative will be at
your campus on:
Monday
January 29, 1979
Make an appointment through your Placement Office
to talk to us about your future.

{y/
_ _/tIICDONNELL DOUGLAS ~~
An Equal Opportunity Employer
U.S. Citizenship Required

~

CORPORATION

m

"

ill
==
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Poor Shooting Kills Miners
. B,CBRISWn.80N

The University of MissourlRolla Miners kicked off their
1979 MIAA campaign, by
travelling to Cape Girardeau,
Missouri to take on the
Southeast
Missouri
State
Indians. Meeting for the second
time in just five days, the
Miners fared little better
against SEMO , this time
around, as they bowed 78-61.
Once again, cold shooting did
the Miners In. U.M.R. collected
9 more points at the free throw
line than did the Indians, but
were outgunned 36 fleldgoals to
23, turning In a dismal 34.8
shooting percentage from the
field. The Miners got two fine
performances from Calvin
Horhn and Dennis DeBondt,
scoring 18 and 15 points
respectively, but the remainder
of the squad could produce only
28 points.
Southeast Missouri continued

their hot shooting hitting over
50 percent of their shots once
again.
Freshman
Desi
Barmore led the way with 16
points and 7 rebounds. while
Senior Marcus Harvey, SEMO's
top rebounder, pumped In 14
points and pulled down 11
boards. Steve Tappmeyer also
added 15 points to an effort that
dropped UMR to 4-7 for the
season.
MIAA play continued for the
Miners on Monday, Jan. 15; as
U.M.R. hosted the M1AA
Conference
Tournament
Champion Lincoln Blue Tigers.
A partisan crowd of 2,500 saw
the Miners hang close for
minutes of the first half.
Lincoln then warmed up, and
continued to pull away for the
remainder of the contest.
Dennis . DeBondt put the
Miners on the scoreboard at the
17: 08 mark, to make It 4-2,
Lincoln. Lincoln I!raduallv

moved out an 18-11 lead with
11: 49 remaining In the first
half. The Miners then reeled off
9 straight points to move ahead
20-18, with Joel Schreiner
canning the final two points of
the string. The next 8 minutes
saw the two teams jockey back
and forth, until the game's top
scorer,
freshman
Darrell
Thomas of Lincoln, tied the
score at 26 all. Eight more
unanswered points by Lincoln
gave them a 34-26 halftime
advantage.
Opening the second half,
DeBondt and Derek Nesbitt put
In a bucket each In the first 90
seconds, to pull within four.
U.M.R. let the deficit grow to
ten points, but cut It back to six
points on a hoop by Jeff Klpp
with 13:25 left In the game. On
Lincoln's next trip downcourt
freshman James Anderson
began a run of seven
unanswered
points.
Rick

Fuermann then responded with
two straight scores, only to
have the Blue Tigers break
loose on another seven point
spree. Darrell Thomas capped
the string at the 6:45 mark,
giving Lincoln a 16 point spread
at 58-42. The track meet
continued for Lincoln, as they
allowed U.M.R. to draw no
closer than 14 POints, and led at
one point by 19. Lincoln closed
the game with a 17 point bulge,
and a 69-52 ViCtory. Derek
Nesbitt led the losing effort
with 18 points and 10 rebounds
while Dennis DeBondt added 11
points before fouling out; as the
Miners dropped to an overall
record of 4-8, and G-2 In MIAA
action.
Saturday, Jan.27 Will brtnl(
the Southwest Missouri State
Bears Into town, for what may
be an entertaining basketball
game. SMS will bring In 3 key
players returning from last

year's MIAA championship
team, as well as a junior college
transfer that leads the team In
scortng. Junior center Harry
Pollcape, and guards Randy
Towe and Larry Lewis return to
provide a strong nucleus, whDe
Mike Robinson has come to
SMS and added a strong scoring
punch.
With aD their credentials
however, SMS Is not living up to
Its number one preseason
ranking, having lost In 1Ii8
MIAA tourney, and CUJ'I'eIltly
holding a surprising 1-2
conference mark. The Minera
are due for a Itroq
performance, so It could be
more of a game than people
might expect. We hope to lee
you at Gale Bullman MultiPurpose BuDding Saturday at
7:30 P.M. to cheer on our
Miners. Help make Saturday
night a celebration, rather than
just a party. See ya Saturday.

Men's Basketball

Holiday Update
. From the Miners' viewpoint, also collected 10 caroms to lead
By CHRIS Wn.80N
their sixth place finish should the Miners in this category.
Though the holidays were
be seen as disappointing,
very good to many of us, the
In their final tournament
considering a victory in the fifth
Miner basketball squad did not
place game was well within match,
UMR
faced
the
fair quite as well.
their grasp. UMR opened the Southeast Missouri Indians, to
Beginning with the annual
tournament against a strong determine fifth place. A margin
MIAA
Holiday
Tourney,
Northeast
Missouri
team. of 14 free throws for SEMO to 6
conducted Jan. 4-6 at SMS's
Dennis DeBondt turned In a for UMR would appear to be the
Hammons
Center,
and
strong 21 point, 10 rebound difference, when considering
Karen Peacock
concluding with a home court
performance to lead the . both teams connected on 24 field
contest versus William Penn, a
Miners. A respectable 49.4 goal attempts in this 62-54
2-2 record was the best the
percentage from the field defeat. However, the Indians
cagers could muster.
coupled with a 72.4 percent clip needed only 47 shots to produce
First-round action basically
from the charity stripe may their 24 buckets (51.17) while
followed the expected script, as
have kept them in the game, the Miners required an amazing
Southwest Missouri, Northeast
had they not committed 22 67 shots, yielding a horrendous
Missouri, Lincoln University,
turnovers, compared to a mere field goal percentage of 35.8,
and Central Missouri were all
9 for the Bulldogs.
while outreboundlng SEMO 43M-Club has selected Karen Peacock as this week's Mvictorious advancing to the
Junior Calvin Horhn pitched 33. Derek Nesbitt c'a me around Club athlete of the week. It was Karen's spirit and ability to
semi-final round. At this point,
in 16 more for the Miners, but in the final game to lead the bring the ball down court that broke Culver-Stockton's
events went astray for the def.
they just couldn't match the 52.8 Miners with 13 points, while
press Tuesday and lead the Miner's Women to a 71-69
champ SMSU Bears, and the
field goal percentage turned in hauling down 8 rebounds.
victory. Karen is also 2nd highest scorer and 3rd in
third-ranked CMSU Mules,
by NEMS, who was paced by
when both were upset in the
sophomore David Winslow with
January 8 saw the Miners rebounds.
second round. Southwest was . 24 pOints 02-16 from the field) , return home to the Gale
Other great performances were given by Ray Gill and
defeated by an experienced
Multi-Purpose Paul " Beanie" Stricker of the swimming team.
as well as seniors Ved Green Bullman
Northeast Missouri unit, while
and Terry Bussard adding 12 Building to tangle with William
the young, aggressive Lincoln
pOints each.
Penn College. Derek Nesbitt,
Blue Tigers handled CMSU, to
The 81-68 loss to NEMS Joel Schreiner and Gary
advance to a championship
dropped the Miners into the Rieckmann combined three fine
REY -====showdown with the number two
consolation bracket against performances to pace the Miner
preseason choice Bulldogs.
Northwest Missouri. A thrilling, attack. These three men
Lincoln again showed they were
double
overtime
contest produced 15 field goals in 28
able to compensate for the loss
produced the only victory of the attempts (53.6 percenl), 7 for 9
of '77-'78 Ail-American Harold
tournament for UMR, an 88-86 at the line, 18 rebounds, and
Robertson, by capturing the
triumph. Calvin Horhn's second only 3 personal fouls, while
title in a fine contest with
strong game of the tourney accumulating 12, 10 and 15
Northeast Missouri. Southwest
paved the way, as he hit 14 for points respectively. This 71-64
Missouri
regained
It's
25 (56 percent) from the field, victory raised the Miners'
composure
the
following
and 4 for 5 from the line, to total record to 4-6, and was their final
evening, to clobber Central
32 points. Four other men tune-up before beginning their
Missourt, 79-66, and capture
finished In double figures, long and difficult MIAA
third place.
Including Rick Fuerman, who schedule.

M-Club
A thlete of the Week

SPORT

shop

MIAA AtA Glance
OVEW\LL

Southeast ttissouri State University
Northeast Missouri State University
South,.,est Missouri State University
Lincoln University
northwest Hissouri State University
Central !lissouri State University
University of '·l issouri- - Rolla

8-3
10- 3
8-3

8-4
9-5
8--6
4-8

PCT

CONF_

.730

2-0
1-0
1-0

.777
.730
.670
.640
.570
.333

1-1

0-1
0-1
0-2

We Have
Everything You
Need For Racquet
Boll And Handball
1003 Pine

Rolla, Mo.

364·5495
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Pictured above is the 1978-79 UMR Women's Basketbal.1 Team. Back row, L to R: Carmen Baker, Karen Peacock. Beck,v Omen. Dallas Kirk. Diane
Murray, Val Lewis, Coach Caruso, Rita COpe. Front row, L to R: Tina Walker, Karen Williamson, Maria Holmes, Zhett, Thomas, Chris Barkey,
Pat Kelly, Trish Heston.
(Miner StaH Photo)

Intramural Standings
Organization
Acacia
AEPI
ABS
ASA
BetaSig
Campus Club
CSA
DeltaSlg
Delta Tau
FE LA
Focus
GDl
GSA
KA
KappaSlg
Lambda Chi
Mates
RHS
PiKA
PiKapPhi
PhlKap
SlgNu
SlgPi
SlgTau
SigEp
TEC
Theta Xi
TKE
TJHA
Triangle
Wesley

Table TeD.Dil
21
21
42
55.5
21
90

48
21
87
67.5
55.5
34.5
63
60
21
78
72
42
51
81
21
34.5
84
67.5
42
75

Volleyball
133
181
133
201
300
193
165
181
200
170

ISO
255
149
217
225
270
149
165
220
300
255
170
200
280
235
209
290
170
235
121

Soccer
149
149
215
210
217
175
175
173
240
157
240
157
193
270
270
190
209
240
300
185
210
260
210
173
280
225
201

Total
576
657
566.5
513
983.5
848
285
862
706.5
558.5
595.5
1121.5
492
990.5
1204.5
1ll6.5
377.5
941.5
1065
233.5
1055
1319
999.5
814
1481.5
1180
605
1292
911
860
401.5

Place
23
20 ,
24
26
12
17
30
15
19
25
22
6
27
11
4
7
29
13
8
31
9
2
10
18
1
5
21
3
14
16
28

Following are the results
Men's
week's
last
from
Intramural Basketball games:

KA36
Mates 30

Tech Engine 57
TJHA47

Mates 52
AEPi25

Tech Engine 60
KappaSlg56

SigNu 43
SIgPi34

Wesley 70
Acacia 9

Sig Ep56
Beta Sig45

Grail. Students 35
AEPi22

Campus Club 71
Beta SIg41

l'KE 45
Phi Kap38

DIEHL
MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri

(The Originator Of The
Student Finance Plan In
This Area)
This plan allows the students upon approved credits
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and
payments of $25.00 per month UNTIL YOU ARE ON THE
JOB . This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has
sold over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating
students this way . See us for all the details. Also you
can use your own insurance or ours .
.

FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY

t.

,

.

This allows the graduating' student to have a new car
before he graduates, when he really needs it. "This is
a sPElcial discount program for students. We 'Nill be
glad to quote you a price on a Ford or -Aercury
product."
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Women's B-Ball
Post 6 -3 Record
Coach Caruso describes this
year's team as " very flexible".
She makes good use of this
flexibility by giving the starting
nod to several of her freshm en
women, depending on the type
of team the Miners are up
against and the tempo Caruso
wished to set for a particular
game. Becky Ommen gives the
Miners a steady boost with her
accurate
shooting
under
pressure. Tina Walker, the
shortest member of the Miner

By BETH SPENCER

The
UMR
Women's
basketball team has reached
the halfway point In their
season posting a 6-3 record
overall, and a 2-1 record In
district play. Coach Caruso is
pleased with the progress of her
team , especailly as it Is a very
young team comprised of 7
freshmen , 1 sophomore, 2
juniors and 1 senior.

( Cont. on pg, 15)

Senior and tri-captain Dallas
Kirk leads the Miner Women in
total scoring and rebounding,
thus far this season, with 170
points and 139 rebounds. Not far
gehind Is another of the trlcaptains and the sparkplug Qf
the team, Karen Peacock, who
has poured In 112 points and
pulled down 57 rebounds.
Freshman stand-out Carmen
Baker is the third highest
scorer this season, with 105 total
poin.ts and 64 rebounds . Karen
Williamson, the team's other
tri'captain
and .
chief
ballhandler, holds the highest
percentage in free throw shots,
hitting 65 percent from the free
throw line.

Diane
rkey,
IIoto)

A shot by Carmen Baker Is up and awa y as Karen Williamson, Dill•• Kirk, and Karen
Peacock close in for the rebound,
( Photo by Rlcha rdson )

All-star lineup.

.... ----- - ------
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Spo rts Fa ns

I Bet

You
Didn't

Slim line TI·50'"

Know
Brought to you by
Jim Wood, C.L.U.

Performance and price are the keys 'i n choosing a ,calculator.
One of these Texas In~truments slide-rules is right for you.

101 all the sports events ever heidi
lin America , which one drew the I
Imost requests for tickets? It wasl
Ithe Notre Dame·Army football I
Igame of 1946. More thanl
II.MILlION ticket requests were I
,received for thot game to set theJ
all.time record.
I
l

I

f

'"

I
I

ISomebody once' told the g reat
Ibasketball coach Adolph Ruppl
Ithot winning really wasn't thatl
I impo rtant , and Rupp came backl
I wit h on answer that we thoughtl
hou'd enioy reading, .Rupp said,1
rWell, if winning isn't so impor-I
!ta nt. why do they keep scoreT I

I
I

,,'

Slim line TI·25 T•

Capability. Quality. Value, The right
combination can help you make short
work of problems in fields like math ,
engineering, science and business
statistics and give you more time for
other important things. Choose the TI
calculator that's right for you and get
ahead of the game.

TI-55. Advanced slide-rule functions with
statistics, programmability and valuable
problem-solving applications book.

I
I

I Here's a tough question for you.,
IWho's the only athlete in history I

Ito ploy on a championship team I
I in BOTH the Notional Basketballl
,Association and in mO l or league,
baseball ? Answer is Gene Con-I
! Ie y. He piayed basketba ll for the
Bosto n Celtics w h en t h ey won on Il
I NBA cham pions h ip in 1959, '60
I an d '61 and he was a pitc he r for I
I the Braves w hen they wan the I
I Wa rl d Se r ies in 1957.'
I

!difS

and

THE
Ihas

Ifin9
yOU

I

I

II bet you didn't know that I
lot College Life we get yo ul
lout and on your job fori
lawhile befo re premi ums
Istart. See ...

cisio n - Making
Sourcebook, a $5.00
val ue. Th e book, 140
pages o f easy-tou nderstand, rea ll ife ap pli ca t ions,

----....;;.J

shows you how to use the power of
statistics, financial math and programmability in analyzing relationships in
data , verifying quality and performance, measuring change , forecasting trends and projecting returns .. , in
short, how to make better decisions,
today and tomorrow, Calculator and
book combination, only $50,00',

Slimline TI-50. A powerful, stylish slide-rule
with new Constant MemoryTM feature.
The pocket-portable Slimline TI-50 is
today's most powerfu l liquid crystal
display (LCD) slide-rule calculator. It
has 60 functions including common
and natural logarithms and six trigonometric operations that can be performed in three angular modes (degrees, radians or grads).
Seven built-in statistical functions
make it easy to "boi l down" large
amounts of data so you can perform
accurate analyses and draw reliable
conclusio ns,
Two constant memories retain their
contents even when the ca lculator is
turned off, so frequent ly used constants and other basic va lues are at
your fingert ips when you need them.
Two m i niature batter ies provide
over 1000 hours of operation in norma l
use; TI's APDTM automatic power down

feature helps prevent accidental battery drain by turning off the calculator
after approximately 10 minutes of
non-use, With imitation leather wallet,
$40,00 ' ,

Slimline TI-25. Slide-rule power at a small
price.
Economy and value go hand-in-hand
with the Slimline TI-25, a pocketportable LCD scientific calculator that
has what it takes to handle advanced
math, It provides the most-needed
slide-rule functions. Trigonometry in
degrees, radians or grads. Plus basic
statistical power, too: Mean, Variance,
Standard Deviation,
Three levels of parentheses can
handle up to three pending operations
to make your work easier. Four-key
memory allows you to store and recall
values , add-to memory contents and
exchange stored and d isplayed
numbers,
The TI-25 goes far on a pair of miniature batteries- includes APDTM circuitry. Vinyl wall et included, $33.00',
See the comp lete lineup of Texas
Instruments slide-r u le ~
calculato rs at your dealer
'n
today, There's one ex'UI
actly rig ht for the work
you're doing,

JIM WOOD , C.L.U .
364·8888

Texas Instruments technology - bringing affordable electronics to your fingertips,

DON GIBSON, C.L.U.
364-5386

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

COllEGE LIFE INSURANCE
213 Ramsey Building
8th & Rolla Streets

INCORPORATED
·U.S. suggested retail price
©1979Texastoslrumenlstncorporaled

45628
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Swimmers Split A Pair
By.GERRY GOEKE
Tbe UMR Swim Team opened .
up the '79 balf of their season
last wekend with a split, losing
to Southeast Missouri State
Univeslty on Friday night by a
score of 5~52, and winning over
st. Louis U. on Saturday, 74·37.
On Friday, January 19, ' the
Miners bosted the SEMO
IndIans and almost Dulled out a
victory, but lost by the margin
of the 400 Yard Medley, wbich
was compiled from the best
times of each team in the four
events. Phil Dancer was the
only double wlnnner for the
Miners, finishing on top In the 50
Free and 100 Free. Paul
"Beanie" Stricker turned in
wbat was probably the most
impressive performance of the
meet, winning the 1650 Yard
Free in the first event of the
meet; he followed that up with a
third place finish in the 400
Yard Individual Medley in the
fourth event, and finisbed the
night with a runner·up finish in
tbe 500 free. Ray Gill set a UMR
Varsity Record with a total of
266.50 pOints in the Three Meter
Diving as he and John Dolan
continued their domination of
One and Three Meter Diving,
sW!!f,ping both events.
The meet against st. Louis U.
on Saturday was not char·
acterized by any stellar in·
dividual performances, but by
(Cont. from pg. 14)
team, is nonetheless a valuable
asset when the game plan falls
for quick pressure defense. For
an extra measure of rebounding
power, Coacb Caruso calls on
Valerie Lewis.

Other members of the Miner
team also bave their Individual
contributions to make, giving
the team the strength anclaplrlt ..
It needs. Fresbman Diane
Murry bas been able to give
Dallas Kirk a break at the
center position in several
games. Zhetta Tbomas, now
sidelined with an ankle injury,
plays an Important role in
Caruso's defensive strategy,
especially in fast moving
games. Guards Pat Kelly, Mria
Holmes and Cbrls Barkey have
also been able to step in and
give the Miner starters a
breather this season, althougb
they have been rather limited
adton
because
0/
the
abundance of guards on the
team this year.
The Miner women begin the
second half of their season with
"higb hopes for going to the
State Tournament", an bonor
achieved by the top two teams
in each of the 4 Districts in the
state. This Friday nigbt's game
against Southwest Baptist I
figures to play an Important
part in determining the Miner's
district standing. The game
which will be played in RoUa
begins at 7:30p.m .

-------_.
Support
Miner

conSistently good performances
from the entire team, as the
Miners took It toSt. Louis U., 74·
37. Impressive times were
posted by Richard Erickson and
John Tlce In the 200 yard
Individual Medley as Erickson

posted a 2:08.043 and Tlce a
2:08.173.
This weekend the Miners will
again face dual foes on both
Friday and Saturday, as they
will travel to Kirksville to face
Northeast
Missouri
State

University on Friday night, and Gary Ordelheide, Ted Elcks,
will then journey back to Rolla Chris Cook, Kevin Humphrey,
for their final bome meet of tbe .John Dolan, and Matt Heinicke
year, against Drury College at compete, so come on down to
2: 00. As the last bome meet, It the UMR Pool Saturday at 2:00
will be your last chance to and watch the Tankmen do
watch Seniors Dick Erickson, their stuff.

We're looking for the best
graduates in the nation.
That's why we're interviewing
at the University of Missouri.
We've grown because we've made it a practice to employ the brightest, most capable people available.
Which is exactly why we're coming here.
.
We're Halliburton Services, the largest oil field service company in the world. We provide a
full range of highly technical, extremely complex services to the petroleum and other industries. This
visit, we're interviewing for positions in the following areas of our business:

Manufacturing or
Plant Engineering

Research and

To maintain our exacting
quality standards
Halliburton manufactures
the vast majority of the
eqwpment we use ill
providing our services. To
keep up with booming
demands we operate
several manufacturing
facilities in the U . S. and
abroad. We offer a unique
challenge because our
work involves both long
production runs and job
shop operations.
As an engineer in
this department, your
responsibilities can range
fro m developing
manufacturing procedures
for a new product to
evaluating quality
control procedures,
Individuals selected
for manufacturing
opportunities must have a
high degree of technical
ability, the personality to
work effectively with
people, and a healthy dose
of horse sense .

A major reason for
Halliburton's leadership
position is the constant
flow of new products,
techniques, and procedures
from our Research
and Development
Departments. The
departments are widely
recognized as both the
most productive and the
largest of their type in the
world . The departments
function in four basic areas
-Chemical, Mechanical,
Electrical, and Tools.
Several different
professional disciplines are
required. Eventually you'll
be assigned primary
responsibility for an entire
project. It is a position that
requires an individual with
a unique understanding of
how to practically apply
theoretical concepts, able
to communicate with field
personnel, and who enjoys
the challenge of expanding
an entire industry's
technological base.

Development

Field
Engineering

Equipment
Engineering

Increasingly, our customers
-both major and
I
independent petroleum
companies-rely on the
skills of our engineers to
engineer oil and gas well
cementing, stimulation ,
and remedial services. As
a field engineer, you'll be
responsible for thoroughly
analyzing the needs of
your customer's well,
engineering the service
or treatment design,
presenting your
recommendations to your
customer, marshalling the
equipment necessary to
perform the service, and
supervising the Halliburton
personnel on the job.
Field engineering
demands an individual
with excellent engineering
abilities and who is willing
to accept tremendous
responsibility within
a few months of
joining Halliburton.

One irnponant reason for
our leadership in oil field
services is the rugged
dependability of our
equipment. Vinuallyevety
piece of service equipment
we use is designed and
built by Halliburton
people. As an equipment
engineer, you'll be given
responsibility for a
specific project.
That responsibility
will include all engineering,
introducing your product
to Halliburton field
personnel, and trouble
shooting in the field. You'll
take charge of the complete
project from inception to
successful field
performance.
Equipment
engineering demands an
individual who is able to
cross interdisciplinary
lines, who can work well
with other engineers and
non·technical people, and
who has the ability to
communicate well.

Sign up now at the placement office.
On campus interviews February 2.
Halliburton Services personnel will be on campus to interview candidates for positions in these areas:
Manufacturing
Engineering

Research &

Electrical Engineering
Mechanical
Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Petroleum E ngineering
Chemistry
Physics
Computer Science
Rock or Fracture
Mechanics

Development

Field
Engineering

Equipment
Engineering

Geological Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Petroleum Engineering
Ch,emical Engineering
Mechanical
Engineering
Engineering Management

Mechanical
Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Nuclear Engineering
Metallurgical
Engineering
Aerospace Engineering

IT you are unable to interview when we're on campus, please send a copy of
your resume to : Bill Baker, Recruiting Coordinator, Drawer 1431, Duncan OK 73533.

Advertising
Support
SERVICES

Miner
Advertising

....
---, .

>.

--------

Duncan, Okla. 73533
A HALLIBURTON Company
Equal Opponunity Employer M/ F

